
Unlocking Inner Peace: Didi Krishna Embarks
on Worldwide Peace Tour

Didi Krishna's Tour Schedule

Embark on a transformative journey with Didi Krishna

as she spreads peace and enlightenment across the

globe in 2024.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, April 12,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- After a highly impactful

journey through Southeast Asia, Didi Krishna, the

esteemed spiritual leader, is poised to embark on

the next leg of her global peace tour. After sharing

profound insights and transformative teachings in

Southeast Asia, Didi Krishna is now gearing up to

travel to Dubai from April 18th to 21st, marking the

beginning of her anticipated journey to the USA.

The USA leg of Didi's tour promises to be an

enlightening odyssey, commencing in Miami with

three impactful events. On April 26th, attendees will

experience a refreshing and renewing youth meet,

followed by a "Be Your Best Version" event in Ft.

Lauderdale on April 27th. The Miami trip will

conclude with a vibrant Sindhi cultural event, "Ruh Rihaan," on April 28th showcasing the rich

heritage of the Sindhi community.

To be unconditionally happy

and to have peace of mind,

we need to tap into the

power of meditation.”

Dada J.P. Vaswani

Moving forward, Didi Krishna will journey to Dallas, Texas,

to host two empowering events. On April 30th, a youth

meet titled "Energize Yourself" will invigorate attendees,

followed by "Make the Most of Your Life" on May 1st,

offering practical insights for a fulfilling existence.

From there, Didi will grace Los Angeles with her presence

on May 5th, where she will deliver a compelling talk on

"Highway to Happiness," illuminating the path to inner joy.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sadhuvaswanicenter.com/west-tour-2024/


Didi Krishna and Krishna Das to conduct

an event in Manhattan NYC

3-Day Residential Sadhana Camp with

Didi Krishna in Conneticut

The tour then proceeds to the East Coast, with a

series of captivating events lined up in New Jersey

and New York. Starting with the grand Mother's Day

celebration "Maiya" on May 12th, attendees will be

treated to a magnificent gathering honoring

mothers worldwide, alongside a plethora of

festivities. On May 15th, Didi will conduct a

workshop at Northeastern University for youth to

navigate the overwhelm of the world from “Chaos

to Calm” and on May 16th, Didi will present her

renowned talk, "Choose Happiness," in Boston,

before headlining a highly anticipated event in

Manhattan on May 18th. "Unlock Your Inner Power"

will feature a live performance by Grammy-

nominated devotional singer Krishna Das, followed

by an enlightening discourse by Didi Krishna.

The highlight of the USA tour is the annual Sadhana

Camp in Stamford, Connecticut, from May 24th to

27th. Titled "Design Your Destiny," this

transformative residential retreat offers seekers a

unique opportunity for introspection, meditation,

and communal practice.

June marks the grand finale of Didi's USA journey,

commencing with the Mega World Peace Festival in

New Jersey on June 1st, a unifying celebration of

peace and harmony. The festivities continue in

Manhattan on June 2nd with "Rise and Thrive," a

youth event designed to elevate consciousness in a

chaotic world. The tour concludes in Chicago on

June 8th with "Password to Happiness," offering

attendees the keys to inner joy and fulfillment.

Following the USA tour, Didi Krishna will travel to

the UK, where she will conduct three enlightening

events in London, an English Talk, Youth Workshop,

and “Ruh Rihaan” a heart-to-heart talk in Sindhi,

marking the conclusion of her global journey for

2024. 

These events, infused with the teachings of beloved

teacher Dada J.P. Vaswani, aim to provide essential

https://sadhuvaswanicenter.com/forgiveness-journal/


life skills, tools, and practices for overall well-being. Through the Sadhu Vaswani Center for World

Peace USA, these teachings are extended to all corners of the globe, with the ultimate mission of

fostering inner peace to achieve world peace.

For more information and event details, visit our website or contact us directly.

Contact Information:

Sadhu Vaswani Center For World Peace

www.sadhuvaswanicenter.com

Email: office@sadhuvaswanicenter.com / info@sadhuvaswanicenter.com 

About Sadhu Vaswani Center for World Peace (USA):

At Sadhu Vaswani Center for World Peace, we seek to sow the seeds of peace in the hearts of

humanity through the timeless and profound teachings of Dada J.P. Vaswani and Sadhu T.L.

Vaswani. Our pillars of Forgiveness, Compassion, and Gratitude as expressed through selfless

service guide us in promoting peace, compassion, and inclusivity globally. As an overseas

outpost of the Sadhu Vaswani Mission, headquartered in Pune, India, we honor these teachings

through initiatives in education, service, sustainability, interfaith dialogue, and Universal Love.

Join us in our mission to cultivate peace, harmony, and unity worldwide.

Divya Mirchandani

Sadhu Vaswani Center For World Peace

info@sadhuvaswanicenter.com
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